People have always gathered to solve complex problems and generate big ideas. Yet today the stakes are higher, as more organizations rely on innovative thinking for success. Exclave addresses this need by equipping people to be more effective. It's a thoughtfully cohesive suite of products—from boards that stack, to carts that move them, to tables and rail-hung tools that get everyone involved. Together, these products let people and teams collaborate to develop and share their work more fluidly and spontaneously across the office landscape.

**Designers**
Gianfranco Zaccai and Continuum

**Benefits**
- Enhances engagement through individually adjustable products that support collaboration
- Fosters togetherness by addressing physical, social, and psychological needs
- Mobilizes ideas through mobile carts that hold whiteboards, tackboards and eco boards

**Warranty**
12-year, 3-shift

[hermanmiller.com/exclave](hermanmiller.com/exclave)
Key Features

1. **Mobile Easel**
   Mobile easel aids in visualizing and sharing ideas.

2. **Rail-Based Wall System**
   Wall system fosters ideation with boards and media support for single or dual monitors.

3. **Teardrop-Shaped Table**
   The shape of the table optimizes sightlines for everyone.

4. **Stackable Boards**
   Lightweight, writable, tackable boards stack up to four deep.

5. **Media Tiles**
   The thoughtful design and placement of media tiles support the sharing of digital content and ensure that team members participating by videoconference feel they have a seat at the table.

6. **Stowage**
   Stowage provides a predictable place to store necessary tools like remotes and laptop chargers, as well as a convenient surface for hospitality items.

For the full statement of line please refer to the price book.

Materials

Click here to see our complete materials offering for Exclave.

Sustainability

Click here to see how Exclave meets your environmental goals.

Planning Ideas

View design solutions

Design Files

View Revit families